Chapter 4
Supreme Court Case feature with the case Obergefell v. Hodge. This case set the precedent for marriage equality for all.

Chapter 5
Infographic of Senate Membership, 115th Congress (115th Congress begins on Jan. 3, 2017)

Chapter 6
Line graph Bills Enacted by Congress and Presidential Vetoes

Chapter 9
Presidential Vetoes Overridden by Congress bar graph; will include overridden veto for President Obama—9/11 bill

Chapter 10
Chapter Opener image will show feature President-elect Donald Trump and either Barrack Obama, Vice-President Elect Pence or Melania Trump

Feature photo of Democratic presidential candidate Hillary Clinton; Caption identifies her as the first woman candidate from a major political party to run for president

Feature 2016 Presidential Election Map

Chapter 12
Infographic Characteristics of Governors, 2017

Chapter Assessment chart will include updated information on number of Women, African American, and Hispanic Governors since the Civil War

Chapter 14
Include narrative about the lack of movement on the of the Garland nomination to the Supreme Court

Chapter 15
Narrative to add Obergefell v. Hodges legalizing same-sex marriage

Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt. The Supreme Court found the Texas law “imposes an undue burden on women seeking a legal abortion, and thus is unconstitutional.”

Chapter 17
Include image from a 2016 Presidential Election debate of both Donald Trump and Hillary Clinton
Include images and candidate information for the 2016 Presidential Election; Feature will switch from three to two candidates focusing on Jill Stein of the Green Party and Gary Johnson of the Libertarian Party.

Chapter 18
Include Presidential Election maps showing the 2016 candidates percentage of popular vote

Chapter 21
Include circle graph Sources of State Government Revenue, 2013 (from 2011 data)
Include circle graph Sources of Local Government Revenue, 2013 (from 2011 data)

Chapter 22
Updated Total U.S. Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Economic Sector circle graph to 2014 (from 2011 data)

Chapter 23
Narrative update about the United States reducing troops in Afghanistan in 2015 and 2016
Narrative update about the United States role in the Syrian conflict

Chapter 24
Narrative update about the United Kingdom referendum to leave the European Union “Brexit” and how negotiations for withdrawal are ongoing

Appendix
Presidents of the United States Library--add President-Elect Trump